
presented to you by:
The Perfect Cadence (IL-nfp)         Muse Coffee Studio+

A community festival inspired by the community - 
bringing together art, music, locally crafted goods, food, and wellness!

Sunday | june 30th | 2024



fest 
mission

The                                                     was
created to bring the family-friendly, 

art- and culture-centered experience of                            
                                             to the larger

community.

inspired by: you fest

muse coffee studio

Our goal is to bring this festival to the community
in a way that isn’t disruptive or chaotic; 

but significant enough to leave a positive imprint
on the neighborhood, the attendees, the vendors,

and our sponsors.



About  the
organizers

Muse Coffee Studio

Muse Coffee Studio is more than a coffee shop. Muse is about the
acknowledgement , appreciation, and amplification of culture through
creative expression. Muse is inspired by culture - the stories, the art, the
sounds, the history, the now. Learn more online at:
www.musecoffeestudio.com

The Perfect Cadence (501c3)

TPC(an IL-NFP) provides baby essentials, celebrations, and resources to
expecting and new families in need. Learn more online at:
www.theperfectcadence.org

http://www.musecoffeestudio.com/
http://www.theperfectcadence.org/


2023
Recap

600+ attendees
70+ community kits distributed 

             (diapers, wipes, formula)

20+ vendors & activations
6  food vendors
5 LIVE PERFORMANCES
4 DJS



2023
media

coverage

WGN live interview
30 second PSA placement with
crawford media

           (across 3 of their stations)

do312 placement
outside the loop radio
interview



2023
Vendors



2023
 sponsors

+
partners



2023
performers

Jesse Rivera & Louie Gomez
     (Founders, bassment tapes Records)

Shootz the artist
dj toure
girl power songs
yomí
J.KWE$T
BROOKLYNN SKYE
MADISON MCFERRIN



2024
vendor

opportunities

$175

Confirm before May 1st for
discounted pricing. 

early bird pricing

Covered activation
space
One 6ft table
Two chairs
Two tickets to festival

Regular  fee
$250

Register here:
Reserve Vendor Spot

https://www.inspiredbyyoufest.com/become-a-vendor


thank you 
for your

participation!

Your support isn’t just an investment in bringing
the                                                  to the community, but
also helps us to expand our footprint and amplify

our vision to make arts and culture more accessible
and approachable. 

We appreciate your consideration and support. 

#InspiredByYou

inspired by: you fest

contact us:
george@musecoffeestudio.com


